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THE FOUNDING OF NEW ENGLAND


England's other major colonial project during the early seventeenth century—dubbed New England by a royal
charter—contrasted sharply with its enterprise in the Chesapeake. Not only were the backgrounds and
motives of the New England and Chesapeake colonists quite different, but the physical environments they
settled also shaped contrasting societies and radically different ways of life.


New England's settlers arrived as families and included very few enslaved or indentured people. Moreover,
unlike the elites who flocked to the Chesapeake, the leading families in these northern colonies were critical
of the Anglican Church and supported Parliament, not King Charles I, in the English Civil War of the 1640s.
Indeed, the political and religious situation under Charles, along with widespread economic depression and
disease, had powerfully influenced their decision to emigrate.


New England was even colder at the time than it is today, and much colder than the Chesapeake. This fact
had profound consequences. For one thing, New England's shorter planting season made it less likely to
produce a staple crop on a large scale or to enslave a massive workforce to labor on plantations. For another,
New England's climate made it a healthier place for English migrants than Virginia, where deadly organisms
flourished in the hot summers. Thus, while Virginia needed a constant supply of new migrants simply to
maintain its population levels in the first half of the century, New England's original settler group multiplied
quickly, doubling every generation throughout the colonial period. Indeed, though founded after the initial
settlement of Jamestown, the colonies of Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay, New Haven, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut developed earlier than Virginia, experiencing significant growth already in the second quarter of
the century. With that growth came the kind of conflicts that flared elsewhere—fierce clashes with Indians
and discord within the immigrant community itself.


PILGRIMS AND PURITANS


The earliest English colonists to settle the cold northeastern region of North America were not stirred by
visions of a fur-trading empire or a northern route to Asia. They were religious dissenters. Two groups of
English Protestants immigrated to North America starting in the 1620s. Though both were deeply critical of
the official religion of England, their emigration experiences differed. The first, called Separatists, had so
despaired of the possibility of achieving salvation within what they saw as the insufficiently reformed Church
of England that they sought to remove themselves from its corrupting influence. A congregation of
Separatists, later known as Pilgrims, emigrated illegally for Holland in 1608–1609. But after a few years
there, some of the transplants worried about the potential influence of Dutch culture on their children and
began casting their sights toward the New World. Rather than settle in Dutch colonies on the Hudson River,
the Pilgrim community, who still saw themselves as English, struck a deal with some English investors to
help settle Virginia. The first Pilgrim immigrant party set sail for the Chesapeake Bay in 1620 on board the
Mayflower, but upon stopping in Cape Cod after a storm, they changed their plans. Since they had no legal
claim to the land where they were about to disembark, they needed some other basis for forming a colony.
Forty-one men aboard the ship signed the famous Mayflower Compact, binding themselves to one another as
a single political body and agreeing to build a society on shore based on “just and equal laws.”
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Jennie Brownscombe's painting Landing of the Pilgrims, 1920.This pictorial interpretation highlights the role
of women in the original settlement of Plymouth. In fact, the first landing party of the Mayflower was entirely
male, and this image's central figure, Mary Chilton, was a thirteen-year-old child. Question for Analysis: To
what extent does this romanticized image of the Pilgrims' landing persist in the imagination of people today?
 


Seal of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.The words put in the mouth of the Indian figure, “Come Over and
Help Us,” are drawn from the Bible, from Paul's Epistle to the Philippians.
Page 50
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The Mayflower passengers had exhausted most of their food supplies en route and could find no willing trade
partners among the native population near their new settlement, which they named Plymouth. Almost half of
the original settlers died during the first winter, much like their counterparts in Jamestown. The following
year, however, Pokanoket Indians under the leadership of Massasoit decided to open commercial and
diplomatic relations with the English in order to strengthen themselves against rivals and enemies. An
ambitious and entrepreneurial Pawtuxet Indian named Squanto aided the Plymouth colonists in these
negotiations. Squanto had risen to prominence in a region recently turned upside down by diseases introduced
to North America by earlier European traders and explorers. One of those explorers had kidnapped Squanto
in 1614 and taken him to Europe, where he learned some English. After returning to Massachusetts to
discover that he was the sole survivor of a village devastated by an epidemic, Squanto acted as translator and
guide for Plymouth and helped broker a treaty between the two peoples. Squanto also helped the Plymouth
colony form ties with Indians farther north, linking the Pilgrims to the flourishing beaver pelt trade. Plymouth
became an economically viable colony in a short period, though it remained small, containing no more than a
couple hundred settlers for much of the 1620s.


A decade after the Mayflower docked at Plymouth, a much bigger exodus began arriving on New England's
shores. Like the Separatist Pilgrims, these Puritan immigrants were hard-line Protestants who had long
decried the lingering Catholicism of the Anglican Church, but unlike the Separatists they had hoped to reform
the established religion from within. By the late 1620s, however, Puritans had found their place within that
religion increasingly untenable and begun sailing toward North America in unprecedented numbers. During
the eleven years when King Charles I ruled without Parliament (1629–1640), fifteen to twenty thousand
English Puritans moved to New England. More than eight million Americans today can trace their ancestry to
this burst of migration. Though many more English emigrants moved to the West Indies and the Chesapeake
than to New England during the 1630s, the cultural impact of the New England arrivals exceeded their initial
numbers. Because they came in family units, with balanced sex ratios, and because of the healthier climate,
the English settlers in Massachusetts multiplied much faster than did their counterparts elsewhere in the New
World. By century's end, approximately ninety thousand descendants of this Great Puritan Migration lived
in New England.


The largest of the New England settlements was called the Massachusetts Bay Colony, founded in 1629 by a
consortium of London merchants. Unlike other recipients of royal colonial charters, the Massachusetts Bay
Company had been authorized to hold its meetings wherever it pleased. Noting this loophole, the company's
Puritan investors decided to immigrate to New England, where the colonists would be able to govern
themselves locally, with less interference from London. Although they were a persecuted religious minority
in England, Puritan leaders in Massachusetts Bay enjoyed a great deal of power and autonomy. They wished
to use that power to do more than convert heathens, engage in lucrative trade, better their economic
circumstances, and strike a blow in the ongoing struggle against the Catholic powers. They also aspired to
create a new kind of godly society, made up of saintly individuals whose personal piety and commitment to
communal living would serve as a model throughout Christendom. In the famous words of John Winthrop,
the colony's first governor, “We must consider that we shall be as a city upon a hill” and that “the eyes of all
people shall be upon us.” They named the actual city they founded in 1630 Boston, and it would remain the
major seat of government in colonial New England.


Page 51
PURITAN SOCIETY, TOWNS, AND RELIGIOUS PRACTICE


Most Puritan immigrants who settled in Massachusetts Bay or its smaller neighbor Plymouth (the two
colonies would formally unite as Massachusetts in 1691) arrived in families, and family life remained at the
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core of colonial society in New England. Colonial leaders spoke and wrote volumes about the importance of
families, describing them as “the root whence church and commonwealth cometh.” As in other English
colonies at the time, each household was organized around the authority of a male patriarch, who commanded
the obedience and controlled the labor of his wife, children, servants, and possibly an assortment of others
who lived under his roof. Compared to households in the Chesapeake, however, New England households
contained fewer servants, more children, and a higher proportion of married couples. Nonetheless,
seventeenth-century households differed from modern nuclear families. They more often included multiple
generations of kin as well as members who were not related by blood or marriage.


Puritan women had significant opportunities to wield moral authority, especially in church, but family life
was not the domain of female influence that it would become in New England culture two centuries later (see
Chapter 12). The Puritan family was a male-dominated institution, and Puritan society relied on strict
patriarchal discipline to keep all of its members in line and maintain social order. New England laws
penalized or prohibited the practice of single adults living alone.


In many ways, however, the most distinctive and fundamental building block of Puritan society in North
America was not the family but the town. Unlike settlers in Virginia, who spread out on farms, New
Englanders clustered in small tight-knit communities near the coast or along major rivers. When a community
grew to a certain size, a group of men would apply to the colonial authorities for permission to found a new
town nearby. Towns rather than individuals controlled the distribution of land, which was typically held in
common. A town's founding families would assign themselves the lots at the center and allot portions to
newcomers. Though individuals claimed the rights to whatever they produced on their assigned lands, their
control over that land was subject to the authority and permission of the township.


New England towns were not simply collections of neighbors who settled together. They were religious
congregations, bound together by covenants in which town members agreed to build a godly community.
Every town included a church, though it might be more accurate to say that every town was a church. Not
everyone in the town was technically a church member, since membership was available only to those who
could convince the community that they had been elected for salvation by divine grace. But everyone was
expected (and after 1635, required) to attend services and hear preaching at the local church building, the
meetinghouse. Church meetings dominated the public life of Puritan towns, and each town's church enjoyed
a great deal of autonomy.


Scholars often refer to the brand of Calvinist Protestantism practiced in Puritan New England as
Congregationalism since it refused to subordinate local congregations to a central denominational structure or
hierarchy. The congregation, in other words, was the only unit of church authority. Congregationalists also
sought to maintain a strict division between church and government—not to protect civic life from religious
interference but to protect church life from being tainted by profane affairs and considerations. Ministers
were not permitted to hold political office, nor were they allowed to perform marriages, which Puritans
regarded as strictly civil unions, rather than religious sacraments. The separation between civil and religious
authority did not mean religious freedom, however. Violations of religious laws were punishable offenses,
and criminal penalties were often based on Scripture. Those who dissented from a town's religious orthodoxy
were not free to start their own church.
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Town CentersThe photograph shows the Old Ship Church Meetinghouse, Hingham, Massachusetts, built in
1681. Church buildings in seventeenth-century New England were small, austere wooden structures.
Unpainted and unheated, they were filled with uncomfortable backless benches. Men and women occupied
different sections of the meetinghouse and were seated according to age, which was one of the most
significant status hierarchies in Puritan culture. Churches also served as town halls where adult men voted,
whether or not they were church members.


The shared religious values of New England's Puritans exerted a wide-ranging impact on the Massachusetts
Bay and Plymouth colonies. New England towns stripped the traditional English calendar of its saints' days
and banned all annual holiday observances, such as Christmas, Easter, and April Fools' Day. As one
Massachusetts minister later put it, “New England men came hither to avoid anniversary days.” The only
holy day on the New England calendar was the Lord's Day, which came once a week and required a complete
cessation of work, travel, and amusement. Musical instruments, pipe smoking, and picking fruit were all
forbidden on the Sabbath, as was sexual intercourse. New England colonists often gave their children
distinctive biblical names that reflected the high value they placed on reading Scripture. Johns, Sarahs,
Marys, and Josephs abounded, but New Englanders also honored more obscure characters like Mehetabel,
Abijah, and Mahershalalhashbaz (from the book of Isaiah). Some parents even drew upon ordinary words
from the English translation of the Bible, which may account for children named Notwithstanding Griswold
and Maybe Barnes.
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The Puritan emphasis on reading Scripture also produced a society with broad literacy and a robust culture of
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reading, writing, and printing. Puritans believed that personal reading of Scripture was a requirement for
salvation. Colonial laws therefore obligated parents to teach their children how to read and required towns
with fifty families or more to establish a school, though attendance at the school was not mandated. Towns of
one hundred families had to provide education in Latin and Greek. In 1636, Massachusetts Bay founded
Harvard College in the town of Cambridge to train young men to become ministers. By midcentury, New
England colonies were probably the most literate societies in the Americas. In 1660, two out of three men and
more than one out of three women were able to sign legal documents, and a great number of those who could
not write could still read.


New England ministers used the printing press as well as the schoolhouse as a mechanism for spreading
literacy. The colony's first press (in fact, the first anywhere in the New World north of Mexico) was shipped
from England in December 1638 and established in Cambridge. At first, the colonists used it sparingly, since
most of their reading needs were easily supplied from England. But by midcentury, a minister named John
Eliot decided to embark on a massive publishing project in order to spread Bible literacy—not to the Puritan
settlers in New England towns but to the region's Indians. Eliot learned the Massachusett language and, along
with several Christian Indian collaborators, developed a system for rendering Massachusett in the Latin
alphabet. Between 1647 and 1689, Eliot published the Indian Library, a series of books of Scripture,
catechism, and religious instruction for readers of Massachusett. The paper used to produce two Massachusett
versions of the Bible exceeded the entire English-language output of the Cambridge printing press in the
decade before Eliot began his project. By 1658, the Indian Library had gotten too vast for a single press, and
Eliot ordered another one, along with additional supplies of type, probably to replenish depleted stock of
those letters (such as k, m, and w) that appeared more commonly in Massachusett than in English. Eliot
flooded the Christian Indian population with Massachusett Scriptures, even though only a small portion of
that population was literate. Printing in New England may not have catered to real demands; instead it
expressed a religious and cultural ideal.
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Portrait of Margaret Gibbs, 1670.Contrary to the popular image of Puritans dressed in black, colonial New
Englanders tended to wear red, blue, and what they called “sad colors,” such as russet. Wearing black was
considered flashy and pretentious. Massachusetts sumptuary laws allowed finery such as silk, lace, and
single-slit sleeves to be worn only by the families of wealthy and educated men.
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Frontispiece and Title Page of the Massachusett Bible, 1663.The earliest printed publications in the lands that
became the United States were mostly in the Massachusett language Question for Analysis: Why did Puritan
missionaries invest so much labor and so many resources in printing religious texts in native languages rather
than teaching Indians to read English?
INTERNAL DIVISIONS


Despite their profound sense of shared purpose, early New England colonists did not live in a world of peace
and harmony. Small towns in which a few founding patriarchs controlled the distribution of land tended to
breed resentments. Moreover, these close-knit communities where everyone was bound together by a
religious covenant inevitably presented ample opportunities for neighbors to scrutinize and criticize one
another's godliness. Such conflicts contributed to a rising tide of witchcraft accusations that washed over New
England during the seventeenth century. Belief in the power of witches was common in England and in other
English colonies at the time, but prosecution for witchcraft occurred far more frequently in Massachusetts
Bay and Connecticut, especially in the second generation of settlement. Seventy-nine people, mostly but not
exclusively women, were accused of being witches in New England between 1647 and 1663, and fifteen were
convicted and executed. (Later in the century, the Massachusetts town of Salem would become the site of the
most infamous witch trials in the English colonies, but witchcraft accusations had a long history in New
England before the events at Salem.) The targets of these prosecutions were often women who had
accumulated property and thereby acquired a measure of independence in a society run by men. But the
heightened fear that one's neighbors might be using supernatural powers to cause misfortune reflected more
general problems that came from interdependent living in small, religious utopias.
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Most colonists feared the damages that witches might wreak, but Puritan clergymen also saw witchcraft as a
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form of heresy, in which the accused stole away from the religious covenant of a community and made a side
deal with the devil. New England society was continually haunted by the prospect of broken covenants. Such
prospects were woven into the tense fabric of the colonists' religious world view. On the one hand, Puritanism
valued individual conscience as the ultimate source of religious authority. But on the other hand, Puritan
communities demanded strict conformity to what they regarded as religious truths. Theological dissent
constituted grounds for excommunication and exile.


Religious exiles led to the formation of new colonies on the western edges of New England settlement. Roger
Williams, a Separatist who arrived in Massachusetts in 1631, took the individualist implications of Puritan
theology to a radical extreme. Objecting to mandatory church attendance and to any connection between
religious worship and ungodly people, Williams moved toward a larger rejection of state authority. Once he
began questioning the rights of the colony to claim land that belonged traditionally to Indians, the
Massachusetts General Court ordered him banished. Williams and his followers fled in 1636, first toward
Plymouth and then farther south and west to a place he called Providence, on land given to him by the
Narragansett Indians. The new settlement, chartered by Parliament in 1644 as Rhode Island, became a colony
in its own right. By the law of this new colony, individuals could practice whatever religion they chose,
though even there a heretical preacher might be flogged or banished for his views.


Around the same time that Williams fled Massachusetts, a new arrival in Boston named Anne Hutchinson
triggered controversy by taking another Protestant principle to its subversive conclusion. Since human beings
could be saved only by divine grace and not by their deeds, Hutchinson preached that nothing her New
England neighbors did to prepare themselves for salvation—prayer, church attendance, or Sabbath
observance—had any effect. Congregationalist ministers who claimed otherwise, she insisted, were peddling
falsehoods. Governor Winthrop brought Hutchinson up on charges of “traducing the ministers and their
ministry,” and his supporters branded Hutchinson's followers as antinomians (those who reject the law). The
Massachusetts establishment was especially outraged by Hutchinson's claims to have received direct
revelation from God, not through Scripture, and by the fact that she was overstepping the social roles
prescribed for women. “You have rather bine a Husband than a Wife and a preacher than a Hearer,” one
clergyman charged. In 1638, authorities banished Hutchinson from the colony, and she took refuge in Rhode
Island.


Another dissenting Puritan minister, Thomas Hooker, left Massachusetts in 1636 to establish a new home in
Hartford, in the Connecticut River valley (see Map 2.4). Hundreds of colonists followed Hooker southward,
drawn by opportunities to own land, Hooker's considerable talents as a preacher, and his more inclusive
approach to religious communal life. Hooker accepted as church members men and women who did not attest
to conversion experiences, and allowed those who had not attained church membership to vote in the
elections1 of his colony, which he called Connecticut. Two years later, a quite different group of New
England settlers established New Haven. The New Haven colony set stricter standards for church
membership to combat what church authorities saw as increasing laxity in Massachusetts. In 1662, New
Haven and Connecticut were joined under a single royal charter, and Hooker's followers dominated the new
united colony.
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Map 2.4
English Settlements in New England, ca. 1620–1660.From two small settlements in 1620 and 1630, Puritan
colonists spread out into numerous new townships and colonies throughout the region.
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Doctrinal differences and competing visions of church governance separated the various New England
colonies during the 1630s and 1640s, but social tensions pulsed throughout the region. As the colonies grew,
new commercial opportunities arose. In addition to the fur trade, colonists began clearing forests and
exporting timber for use as wine barrels and ship masts. Salted codfish became an even larger export. In
smaller towns, most colonists were affected only indirectly by this commercial development and continued to
farm for subsistence. But for those living in larger seaport towns such as Boston, Salem, and Plymouth or in
newer river settlements such as Springfield and Hartford, political and religious disputes often pitted
landowning families trying to defend an older social order against newly wealthy families reaping the
benefits of long-distance trade and embracing a more materialistic lifestyle.


Commercial opportunities and material acquisitions may also have contributed to the perception among New
England ministers that religious piety and devotion were diminishing. Indeed, after midcentury, rates of
church membership began to decline sharply. Part of the problem was a more rigorous application procedure,
which required increasingly elaborate demonstrations of personal sanctity. But a bigger factor in the
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weakening of Puritan zeal in the colonies was the success of the Puritan Revolution in England, which
significantly reduced the number of religiously minded migrants. Fewer new settlers arrived in New England
after 1650, and those who came more nearly resembled the young men who moved to the Chesapeake during
this period. Often farm laborers in the western countryside or servants in the seaport towns, these immigrants
joined churches much less commonly than their predecessors had.


After 1650, the founding generation of colonists was in the minority. Facing lower rates of church
membership, New England town leaders also worried about losing the offspring of members and argued that
this second generation should be generally presumed to be godly even if they had not yet undergone a
conversion experience. Most ministers accepted this presumption for the children of church members, but
once they too had children, the system ran into trouble. Allowing the third generation to be baptized without
evidence of being seized by the Holy Spirit appeared to fly in the face of the Puritan conviction that salvation
was bestowed by divine grace, not by birth or upbringing. As a compromise, New England's Congregational
Churches introduced the idea of a Half-Way Covenant in 1662, under which the baptized children of full
church members occupied a middle status. They could baptize their children, but they could not vote or take
communion. Now with multiple grades of membership, some based on pedigree and some based on
conversion experiences, and with many more colonists not belonging to the church at all, the older model of a
homogeneous religious community had crumbled.


CONFLICTS WITH INDIANS


Ultimately, the most devastating conflicts in seventeenth-century New England occurred between settlers and
the region's indigenous residents. Colonists expanded westward and southward from the original colonial
outposts into areas that were being quickly depopulated by disease during the first third of the century. The
Massachusett people, who had earlier numbered 20,000, were reduced to 750 by 1631. And the worst was yet
to come. A smallpox outbreak in 1633 killed as many as 95 percent of the inhabitants in some Indian villages
and ravaged parts of the interior that had been spared in earlier epidemics. These calamities facilitated the
growth of the New England colonies by allowing settlers to take over abandoned village sites.


At the same time, the depopulation of Indian villages created problems for the colonists. Diseases disrupted
power relations among the Algonquian Indians (the language group that linked most native villages in New
England) and unsettled political alliances. Some ravaged native villages sought to replenish their military
ranks by raiding their neighbors and taking captives. Others could no longer resist the incursions of northern
tribes from the Iroquois League, who were seeking to replenish their own thinned ranks. As they expanded in
the mid-1630s toward the Connecticut River valley, New England settlers thus entered an increasingly
unstable political environment.


They also clashed with the Pequot Indians, the regional power that had dominated the area's wampum trade.
Spared the wrath of the earlier wave of diseases that swept through the coastal villages in 1616–1619, the
Pequots were hit hard by the 1633 epidemic. From a population of about sixteen thousand at the beginning of
the decade, only three thousand remained in 1636. Trying to preserve their position against Dutch, English,
and other Indian traders, the Pequots got embroiled in a complicated conflict in 1636–1637. The Puritan
colonies turned this conflict, which would become known as the Pequot War, into a test of their own resolve
to subjugate natives. After a series of attacks and reprisals between Pequots and colonists, Massachusetts and
Connecticut overlooked their theological differences and raised a large joint army. Together with
Narragansett and Mohegan Indians, they surrounded the principal Pequot village on the Mystic River in
Connecticut and set it ablaze, burning more than three hundred Pequots to death. Survivors were executed,
sold into slavery, or delivered by the English as captives to their Indian allies.
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Beyond sparking political crises in the region, epidemics also strengthened the hand of Puritan missionaries
in their difficult quest to convert Indians. As in other parts of North America, European plagues undermined
the authority of native leaders and medicine men, while appearing to demonstrate the power of the invaders'
gods. On their deathbeds, many Algonquians accepted Christianity in 1633 and entrusted their children to
Puritan families and ministers. The New England colonies were interested primarily in their own godly
settlements rather than their heathen neighbors, but a number of Congregationalist ministers devoted
themselves to the task of converting Indians. Indian converts were not integrated into New England
communities but were gathered into so-called praying towns. John Eliot founded Natick, the first of these
towns, in 1650. Six more were established in Massachusetts Bay over the next few years, and another seven
farther inland by 1674. The praying towns were regulated tightly, and Christian Indians were forced to
abandon many of their cultural traditions. For residents, these Christian communities appeared to offer a
viable refuge from the violence, disease, and instability that were increasingly engulfing the region. Only a
small minority of Indians in New England as a whole embraced Christianity or moved to the praying towns,
but in eastern Massachusetts and around Plymouth, the figure neared 25 percent.


 


English Depiction of the Mystic River Massacre, Engraving by John Underhill, News from America,
1638.Pilgrim leader William Bradford described the attack in language reminiscent of the biblical book of
Lamentations: “Those that escaped from the fire were slain with the sword; some hewed to pieces, others run
threw with their rapiers…. It was a fearful sight to see them thus frying in the fier, and the streams of blood
quenching the same.”
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Page 55
KING PHILIP'S WAR


Despite the bloody conflict with the Pequots, the New England colonies managed to avoid major violence
with the Wampanoag Indians who lived closer to the majority of English settlers along the seaboard in
southern Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Wampanoag chief Massasoit had made a peace treaty with the
Plymouth colony in 1621, and the arrangement prevailed until Massasoit's death forty years later. Indeed,
Massasoit's family and his people had prospered during the period of New England's expansion because the
Wampanoags had become crucial trading partners with the English colonists and powerful diplomatic
intermediaries between New England and other native groups. But by the time Massasoit died in 1661, the
English wanted the Wampanoags' land more than they needed their wampum or political support.


Wamsutta, Massasoit's son and successor as chief, made the colonial authorities nervous, and they forced him
to appear in Plymouth for questioning. When Wamsutta died soon after, many Wampanoags suspected the
English of having poisoned him. His younger brother Metacom assumed power under the cloud of
deteriorating English-Indian relations. Settlers and their cattle had been encroaching on Wampanoag villages
and disrupting their subsistence pattern for decades, but by the 1660s the Indian predicament seemed far
bleaker. Colonists now outnumbered natives in southern New England by almost three to one, and English
courts were regularly asserting their jurisdiction over conflicts between whites and Indians.


Metacom, whom the colonists called Philip, was summoned to Plymouth a decade later over his refusal to
obey the colonists' demand that he surrender all of his arms. There he was forced to put his mark (the letter P)
on a treaty acknowledging the supremacy of royal authority and Plymouth's colonial government. Metacom
began considering his options.


When John Sassamon, Metacom's former trusted aide and translator, informed Plymouth authorities in 1674
that the chief was preparing a revolt, such a plan may only have been in the initial stage. But by the following
year, when two of Metacom's advisers were executed for Sassamon's murder (a third was convicted, but his
life was spared when the hangman's rope broke and he fell to the ground), the chief had assembled a
multinational coalition for an all-out assault on the colonists. Metacom attacked the Plymouth town of
Swansea in June 1675. More than fifty New England towns would face such assaults over the next fourteen
months, and nearly half of them were destroyed.


Although colonists would call this conflict King Philip's War, it involved many more Algonquian Indians
than just Metacom and the Wampanoags. The war was in fact a massive native uprising involving several
tribes and many Indian warriors who had previously embraced Christianity. Nipmucs in central
Massachusetts joined the attack, as did the Pocumtucks farther west and many Pocasset warriors from the
east. The Narragansetts initially sought to remain neutral but were swept into the war once the English
colonies attacked their fortified encampment in Rhode Island for harboring the wives and children of warriors
who sided with Metacom. Other Indians fought on the colonists' side. Mohegans were a major English ally
during the war, while Pequots and Niantics maintained their alliances with the Connecticut colony. Later in
the war, Mohawks from the Iroquois League attacked Metacom from the west. Many Christian Indians from
the praying towns aided the English war effort, though Massachusetts authorities suspected their loyalties and
forcibly transferred Christian Indians in October 1675 to an island in Boston Harbor, where many died of
cold or starvation.
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Although Indians fought on both sides, to many participants the conflict appeared to be an all-out Indian
assault on New England. Puritan minister Increase Mather wrote in his diary that the Indians had “risen
almost round the country.” And Metacom's men waged their defiant assault in the name of Indians, not just
their various tribes or villages. A note tacked to a tree near the burning town of Medfield, Massachusetts, in
1676 warned, “Thou English man hath provoked us to anger & wrat & we care not though we have war with
you this 21 years….” While destroying more than twenty-five New England towns, Indians targeted
particular symbols of the English way of life, including cattle, fences, and Bibles. According to English
reports, Metacom's followers dismembered cows rather than simply killing them and on one occasion buried
a Bible inside the stomach of a slain colonist.


By the end of 1675, New England society appeared on the brink of collapse. Rhode Island and Connecticut
united with the older colonies to create a massive force, but the Indian attacks continued. After a series of
assaults in February 1676, the Massachusetts Bay council, anticipating the worst, considered building a wall
around Boston. The tide had already begun to turn in the colonists' favor, however. Metacom's supporters
began to suffer from food shortages and disease, and the Mohawk attack thwarted their attempt to regroup
near Albany, New York. The Indian coalition started to fray, and by summertime, English troops were
sweeping through Rhode Island and Connecticut, rounding up rebellious Indians and selling them out of the
colonies as slaves. On August 12, a Christian Indian fighting under the English shot Metacom to death.
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Paul Revere's Unflattering Portrait of Metacom, from The Entertaining History of King Philip's War
(1772).This propaganda tract was a reprint of the Diary of King Philip's War (1716) by Benjamin Church, a
military captain involved in Metacom's assassination. Question for Analysis: What elements of the image
reveal the artist's bias?


King Philip's War took more lives in proportion to the population than any subsequent military conflict in
American history. Nearly one thousand colonists and more than two thousand Indians died during the attacks.
Three thousand other Indians perished of disease or starvation, and another three thousand were exiled or
sold into slavery. English settlement was pushed back, at least temporarily, almost to the seaboard, and all
four New England colonies were now economically depleted—and thoroughly dependent on England for
survival.
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